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Introduction: “The streets
shall be our brushes – the
squares our palettes”
Walking around the streets of east
London it can sometimes feel like the
words of Russian artist, actor and poet
Vladimir Mayakovsky have come true.
For in the few square miles that make up
south Hackney and the western area of
Tower Hamlets you can see artworks by
some of the world’s most famous street
artists on walls, deserted buildings and
temporary hoardings.
But it is not the works of Banksy, Eine or
Shepard Fairey that really excite me. What
brings me back time and time again to
some of my favourite haunts is the hope of
seeing new works by lesser known artists –
Stik, SixOneSix, Amara Por Dios, the
Rolling People, Team Robbo and many
others. Juxtaposed against the grey city
landscape, their paintings’ shapes and
vibrant colours light up the darkest of
corners and many openly challenge the
neoliberal institutions and advertising signs
that pollute the environment.
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I also love the work of the art school
students who are learning their craft. But
most of all I love the “rebels” – the young
graffiti artists, the self-taught who have
no respect for authority, the rules of art or
the supposed street art “code”. These rebels
are the ones who scrawl their messages
and tags on anything and everything. They

are the ones who keep the faith. When I
look at their work I see beauty and defiance,
while the police – they just see gangs
and vandalism.

and Petrograd. In many Southern European
and Latin American towns and cities the
Catholic Church encouraged artists to paint
religious-inspired murals on gable ends.

Street art is constantly evolving and as with
all art forms, there is good, bad and crass.
But there is no denying the fact that over the
last few decades street art has become one
of the most significant art movements of our
times. Its origins go back a long way.

The art of the street mural reached its zenith
in the 1920s and 1930s with the work of the
three great Mexican muralists Diego Rivera,
José Clemente Orozco and David Alfaro
Siqueiros. During the troubles in Northern
Ireland, Republicans and Loyalists all
painted wall murals. They contained political
messages, boundary markers and cultural
and historical displays of pride.

For as long as humans have existed
they have been compelled to mark their
existence. Humans from the Upper
Paleolithic era (30,000 to 40,000 years ago)
painted hunting scenes and symbols on
their cave walls.
Even the ancient Romans were at it. Visit
Pompeii and there you will see crude
drawings, political slogans, Latin curses,
magic spells and declarations of love on
the walls of many of the buildings. They give
you a useful insight into Roman street life,
just as modern graffiti gives you insights in
contemporary life.
Skipping over 2,000 years, street art in the
20th century has developed through official
and unofficial channels. Artists inspired
by the 1917 Russian Revolution set up
huge political art installations and painted
gigantic murals in the squares of Moscow

It was Oscar Wilde, the Irish poet and
dramatist who said:
“Art is not to be taught in Academies. It is
what one looks at, not what one listens
to, that makes the artist. The real schools
should be the streets.”
That certainly is the case for today’s street
art movement. Its roots lie with the graffiti
artists who emerged in Washington Heights
and the Bronx in New York in the early 1970s.
Artists such as TAKI 183 (the godfather of
modern graffiti) and Tracy 168 would spray
or paint their nicknames (tags) on subway
trains. These graffiti tags grew in size and
style. Bubble writing turned into “wildstyle”, a
form of graffiti that incorporated interwoven
and overlapping letters and shapes. By the

mid-1970s graffiti artists like Tracy 168,
Zephyr and Dondi started to create works
with more than just their names: they added
cartoons and beautiful background scenes.
Whole subway carriages would be painted –
it was the era of the mural-car.
Another unique aspect of this emerging art
form was the artists’ use of spray paints and
marker pens. Artists painted solo, in crews
or gangs and sometimes worked on joint
collaborations. It was also a movement that
developed from below in the projects of the

Bronx and other New York boroughs like
Queens and Brooklyn. For nearly ten years
it developed both free from commercial
pressures and under illegal conditions.
The hip-hop scene that emerged in New
York in the late 1970s and early 1980s was
a cultural movement that encompassed
music, dance and fashion and also absorbed
large elements of the graffiti art scene.
The music videos of early hip-hop pioneers
Grand Master Flash and Afrika Bambaataa
and the punk band the Clash played a role in

popularising street art beyond the confines
of New York. Blondie immortalised graffiti
artist Fab 5 Freddy in her song “Rapture”.
He in turn brought the art to the galleries
of downtown Manhattan. Fab 5 Freddy and
Futura (formerly known as Futura 2000) took
hip-hop graffiti to Paris and London as part
of the New York City Rap Tour in 1983. Films
like Wild Style and Style Wars (both 1983)
also helped popularise the art form. Some of
the early street artists, such as Jean-Michel
Basquiat (1960-1988), Keith Haring (1958-
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1990) and Futura, became internationally
famous artists whose works were displayed
around the world.
In less than a decade hip-hop culture
had spread around the world and graffiti
art began to appear on trains in Berlin,
London, Paris, Rio de Janeiro and Tokyo. Two
different forces would react on graffiti and
the emerging street art scene that would
transform it for good and for bad.
The first was commercialisation of the art
form that began to take place in the early
1980s. As graffiti and street art grew in
popularity, art dealers and rich collectors
began to buy up some of the art. They would
invite the street artists to display their work
in their galleries.
They literally took it off the streets and
put it in galleries. The art was treated as
a financial investment, something to be
bought and sold usually at prices beyond
most people’s reach.
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Parallels can be drawn between street
art and music. Much of modern “popular”
music has developed in waves of creativity
– rock ‘n’ roll, soul, punk, hip-hop, house,
drum ‘n’ bass etc. Most but not all musical
developments originated from below. But
record corporations have been quick to
assimilate new musical forms. What then

follows is the commercialisation of the
sound and its transformation into a product.
The next generation of musicians looks
for new means of artistic expression,
develop its ideas and the whole process
begins again.
We have seen this
happen to street
artists like Haring,
Banksy and Fairey.
Their work has been
sold back to the public
in the form of posters,
T-shirts, calendars and postcards. But the
“official” art world differs from the music
world in one significant aspect: owning
original works of art is the preserve of rich
art dealers, collectors and galleries. Today
an original Basquiat can set you back $48m
and a Banksy a cool $1.8m.
I am not arguing that these developments
are all bad. It’s good that some street artists
are gaining the recognition and appreciation
they deserve and are able to make a living
from their work. But market forces and
commercialisation have had a negative
impact too.
The second powerful force that affected the
emerging graffiti and street art movement
was that the police, property owners, rail

companies and councils who saw graffiti
as illegal vandalism. In the US the
authorities and the subway owners
implemented a three-pronged strategy to
try and curb artists painting subway cars
and subway property.
First any artists caught received large fines
also some were jailed. Second railway
depots and yards became like the Green
Zone in Baghdad: fences were erected,
CCTV cameras installed and security
patrols were introduced.
It became virtually impossible for graffiti
artists to ply their trade on the subway. The
movement began to diverge. Some graffiti
artists stuck to the “old ways” and continued
to work under illegal conditions and to
develop their graffiti art. The same process
took place in London, Paris and countless
other cities.
It wasn’t all clampdowns though. There
was a carrot: some authorities opened up
“official” spaces for street artists to paint.
Artists also found other legal or semi-legal
spaces to paint.
This change in working environment
gave artists more time to paint with no
fear of arrest and encouraged the move
towards more elaborate and complex
works. The interest of art galleries and

collectors further encouraged this artistic
development. There were and still are
“purists” in both camps. But graffiti styles
have played an important part in many
street artists’ work and to a lesser extent
street art had an impact on the work of
graffiti artists. It is also true that many of the
artists who broke into the mainstream art
world continued to paint on the streets.
Nonetheless a distinct street art movement
was born.
The terms “urban art”, “guerrilla art”, “postgraffiti” and “neo-graffiti” are also used
when referring to street art. While street
art is a constantly evolving art form, this
definition by the artzine ArtRepublic is as
good as any I have read:
“Street art is any art developed in public
spaces. The term can include traditional
graffiti art work, as well as stencil graffiti,
sticker art, wheat pasting [fly posting]
and street poster art, video projection, art
intervention, guerrilla art, flash mobbing and
street installations.
“Whereas traditional graffiti artists have
primarily used free-hand aerosol paints
to produce their works with ‘tagging’ and
text-based subjects, street art encompasses
many other media, techniques and subject
matter including: LED art, mosaic tiling

(Space Invader), murals, stencil
art (Hutch and Blek Le Rat), sticker art,
street installations (K-GUY), wheat pasting
(Faile and Prefab77), wood blocking, video
projection, and yarn bombing. “Street
artists will often work in studios, hold
gallery exhibitions or work in other creative
areas: they are not anti-art, they simply
enjoy the freedom of working in public
without having to worry about what other
people think.”
The rest, as the old saying goes, is history.

My love of street art goes back to when I was
younger and visited New York, Berlin and
Paris in the 1980s and early 1990s. I still
have my grainy photographs of the random
street art I found. But with the advent of the
phone camera, I have systematically taken
hundreds of pictures of the street art and
graffiti I have seen in east London.
Why has east London been such a treasure
trove of street art? First, and this is often
overlooked, there is a large number of black,
white and Asian youth who have lived in the
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area all their lives, who have been drawn
to street art culture and have painted and
tagged the streets. They have created their
own cultural spaces.
Second, unlike London’s West End and the
City, in the 1990s the bordering boroughs
of the City had plenty of derelict buildings,
lonely walls, few snooping security guards
and even fewer police to deter street artists.
It was also possible at this time to rent
relatively cheap studios.
And in the 1990s and early 2000s when
night fell, out came the so-called “freaks” –
the clubbers, pill poppers and early hipsters.
This created a space for street artists to
work and an audience to view their art.
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It was Banksy who once said:
“Graffiti is one of the few tools you have if you
have almost nothing. And even if you don’t
come up with a picture to cure world poverty
you can make someone smile while they’re
having a piss.”
Street art is often very challenging and
political. Many of the artists are wary of
those in authority, especially the police and
officials who hunt them down and remove
their work. When your audience is the people
who live and work nearby, good artists also
become transmitters of developing moods
and impulses in society.

But with regeneration, or what has in reality
been gentrification,
not only were many
of the poorer
residents of Hoxton
and Shoreditch
driven out by high
rents and exorbitant
house prices.

Banksy has used his art brilliantly to
support the cause of Palestine and oppose
globalisation and militarism. Stik has
used his work to highlight the plight of
the homeless. Bambi has used one of
her paintings to condemn the murder of
Michael Brown by the police in Ferguson in
the US. During the horrific assault on Gaza
in the summer of 2014 “Free Gaza” appeared
on walls and the movement inspired many
paintings across east London.

Poor artists have been pushed further
and further afield. This gentrification is
destroying established working class
communities and the creation of sterile
areas is destroying street art.

Street art does not always take itself
seriously. Some artists use their work to
create fantasy worlds. Others produce work
of playful fun while a few create works of art
that could adorn any art gallery in the world.

In this little book you will find short essays
on some of the more famous street artists
whose works can be found in east London. I
have also compiled maps of three walks that
the reader can take. They highlight some
of the artworks you can see in Brick Lane,
Hackney Wick and Shoreditch.
By its very nature street art is often removed,
covered up, knocked down or painted over.
Some of the work highlighted in this book
may have gone by the time you go on one of
the suggested works. The good news is that
other artists will have painted new works.
Lastly, a publisher approached me to write
this book. I felt it was morally wrong to
make money out of other people who put
up their art for free and for all to see. So you
can either download the book for free or
alternatively you can buy a printed version.
The cost only covers production. I would,
however, urge anyone who has enjoyed
this book or PDF to make a donation to
Unite Against Fascism. You can donate
at uaf.org.uk/join-donate/

stik: The human condition
through simplicity
They say if you live in London you are never
more than six feet away from a rat. If you live
in Hackney the same could be said about
the beautiful figures painted by Stik.
Stik’s colourful and highly stylised figures
adorn walls, shops and public spaces. Many
can be found in locations that leave you
wondering how the artist ever manged to
paint there. As his popularity has grown his
works can be found across London, Europe
and beyond.
Like Banksy, Stik is fiercely private about his
identity. As he said at one of his exhibitions:
“I don’t have a formal education. I learned
from other graffiti and street artists like
Zomby, Run and Roa. Street artists learn
a lot from each other. There’s a mutual
understanding between street artists who
risk getting their work out there.”
Stik has had a tough life: he was homeless
for ten years. He told one journalist, “Art
totally took me out of homelessness…it kept
me focused and on the right track.”
The figures Stik draws are mostly
androgynous, constructed from simple
lines and are often painted on bright singlecoloured backgrounds.
They are nevertheless capable of conveying
complex emotions and the human condition.
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In one interview Stik explained some of the
ideas he tries to convey:
“Beauty is in movement. That’s what it’s
about. Beauty is about the way that someone
moves their body. You can tell by someone’s
walk if they’re angry, whether they’re happy
or if they’ve just eaten. You can tell a lot about
someone just by the way they’re moving their
back or their eyes. There doesn’t need to be
a great deal of detail there. You can see it
from across the road. You can see someone
silhouetted against a white wall in the night
and check whether they’re walking in an
aggressive way or if they’re someone you
know. That’s what I’m trying to capture in my
work – that direct recognition.”
– Little London Observationalist,
6 December 2009
While Stik was homeless he found himself
outside the system. There was no way he
could get his work exhibited. The walls and
temporary hoardings became his way of
communicating his art and ideas.
He started painting larger pieces around
east London, scavenging tins of white
emulsion left outside redecorated homes.
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Many of Stik’s paintings convey love,
shyness, the warmth of the family or
a myriad of other emotions. However
others have taken on a greater political

significance. In the immediate aftermath
of the London riots in 2011, Stik painted
a mural on the garage door of a vegan
community centre in Hackney. The artwork,
called London Riots, depicts three stick
figures in front of a yellow backdrop and a
large flame.
Again Stik has painted works condemning
the destruction of council homes and
homelessness.
His picture of a Muslim woman wearing a
veil and holding the hand of her husband or
lover in Brick Lane is a powerful rejection of
Islamophobia and the dehumanisation of
Muslims in Britain.
Using just a few lines, Stik produces work of
great emotion and empathy.

TrP: The rolling People
The Rolling People are an “old skool” crew
in every sense of the word. Formed in 1998
and named after the Verve song of the same
name, the TRP crew comprises of Scarce,
Seks, Cept, BRK, Snoe, Egoe and Azis. Some
of these street artists have been putting up
works since the 1980s.
They are also “old skool” because their work
is clearly influenced by early US hip-hop
graffiti and street art and the genius of
1980s Marvel comic book artwork. TRP
member Snoe explains:
“When I read these comics as a child, the
quality of the artwork added so much to
the drama and the intense action which
allowed you to be in the story where your
imagination became the story’s final author.
This took you inside the Earth’s core or to a
parallel dimension on the other side of the
universe/microverse.”
As a solo street artist Cept has been
remixing comic imagery and Roy
Lichtenstein-influenced works for decades.
In the 1990s there were very few street
artists at work in Shoreditch – back then the
area was run down, the rents were cheap
and the hipster hadn’t been invented. The
only graffiti you’d find was the crude stuff
scribbled on the walls by teenagers. Cept,
Eine and Tase were the exceptions.
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Today, TRP have painted some large-scale
works around Hackney and Brick Lane. TRP
often work spontaneously, coming together
and linking their individual pieces into one
major work. Just like comic book production,
the background artwork often plays a bigger
role than the lettering.
Because of the illegal nature of some street
art, these works are instant: mostly made
up on the spot and executed within a couple
of hours. But it would be a mistake to treat
these street artists as just copyists of earlier
art traditions or condemn them as crude.
They have become masters of their art
form. They have created their own unique
characters and styles.
11 |

All the members of the TRP crew also paint
solo and in other street art crews.

Cept also paints under his own name – Mike
Ballard. Under this moniker he produces fine
art paintings, sculptures and conceptual
installations. These works are more patient
and considered – they are at the opposite
end of the art spectrum.
Unlike Banksy, Shepard Fairey or Stik, TRP’s
work is not a commentary on life. The crew is
the equivalent of the jazz artist Sun Ra: their
work takes you away from the present and
transports you to a new universe.
The humour, colour and design bring beauty
to many a grey east London street.
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1. The Seven Stars
Street artists have
turned the pub’s back
yard into an outdoor
gallery. Dozens of
artists have put up
works here including
Captain Kris, Hunto,
Selor and Jimmy C.
After you have looked around the yard
continue walking up Brick Lane. On your left
you will see Princelet Street.
2. Stik
Stik has painted
one of his most
thought-provoking
works. It depicts
a Muslim woman
holding hands with a
man. It is a beautiful
portrayal of love and
it directly challenges
Islamophobia.
Continue up Brick Lane until you reach
Hanbury Street then turn right into
the street.
3. Hanbury Street murals
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Hanbury Street is one of the best places
to see art in Brick Lane. Here you will see a

magnificent mural
of a stork by Roa
and on the facing
wall a stunning
piece by Phlegm.
There are dozens of
works to look at along
this street.
Return to Brick Lane and continue to walk
up it. On your left and before you reach the
old Truman Brewery there is a small road.
This is where Rough Trade East mega record
store can be found.
4. Space Invader and Shepard Fairey
As you walk up this
narrow road flanked
by shops, look straight
ahead and up: there
you can see a massive
Space Invader piece
and next to that a
black, gold and red
painting by Shepard Fairey. Shepard is the
American street artist who produced Barack
Obama’s “Hope” poster.
Return back onto Brick Lane and
continue walking up it until you see the
Rocket second-hand clothes shop on
your left. Just past it is a small buttress
sticking out.

5. Cranio
On the buttress
the Brazilian artist
Cranio has painted a
figure with a monkey
on a piece of string.
Cranio is famous
for making political
art that is critical of
multinational corporations and
defends the country’s indigenous
population.
Just across the other side of the road you
will see Pedley Street – its more like an
alleyway. Take a look down this street.
6. Bicicleta Sem Freio, SixOneSix and Pez
On the corner you can
see works by Bicicleta
Sem Freio (BSF),
SixOneSix and Pez.
BSF are from Brazil
and have toured
Europe painting
murals in many of the
major cities. This is their colourful gift
to London.
If you walk further down the alley and into
the park you can see works by local artists
and graffiti crews.

Return to Brick Lane and walk up it until you
reach Grimsby Street. Walk up this road and
look at all the works.
7. Stik, Dscreet and Run
At the bend in the
road, a painting by
Stik greets you. It’s
of two figures being
sick. Round the
corner a beautiful
piece by Run
(Giacomo Bufarini)
and a piece by Dscreet called “Two smoking
skulls” can be seen.
Return to Brick Lane, and before you reach
the bagel shops on your left hand side you
will see Bacon Street. Walk down it: on your
left hand side and below a shop window you
will see another classic piece of street art.
8. Roa
You’re in Bacon Street
and here Roa has
painted an intricate
black and white
stencil of a pig. It’s
just sublime.
Continue along the
road until it joins
Sclater Street.

9. Sclater Street

dedicated to his son who took his own life.

This is another
brilliant spot to see
street art. Various
artists and crews are
always repainting the
boards, but there are a
few mainstays, which
out of respect are
not painted over. Here you can see a giant
Monkey Mu and an Alo piece. The Rolling
People and the Lost Souls Crew often have
works here.

When you have seen all you want, walk
along Redchurch Street and turn right into
Shoreditch High Street. Walk along it until
you come to a main junction then turn right
into Hackney Road. Walk down Hackney
Road until on your right you see Strout’s
Place. On the other side of the road is a car
park. If it’s open take a walk around it, if not
peer through the wire fence.

Walk to the end of Sclater Street and cross
Bethnal Green Road. There on the right is
the Rich Mix venue and Club Row. Take some
time out and walk around the block and all
the side roads between Bethnal Green Road
and Redchurch Street.
10. art on the block
If you can only visit
one site, this is
probably the best
place to come. Here
you will see dozens
of artworks including
Roa’s massive
hedgehog, a Shepard
Fairey and murals by Alo and Reka. There
is also a very sad piece by Citizen Kane

11. Roa, Sweet Toof, amara Por Dios,
Jim Vision and Louis Masai
The owner of this car
park has given over
the walls to street
artists. There are great
pieces by a number
of artists and Sweet
Toof has painted a
pizza van. Take time to
discover Amara’s piece. She is
influenced by the work of Frida Kahlo
and Mexican muralists.
Continue to walk down Hackney Road.
On your left is a mass of painted
temporary hoardings.
12. Nathan Bolton
These temporary hoardings are always
being painted – one of the regulars is
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Nathan Bolton. This
young black artist is
a legend: he’s always
being arrested for
illegally painting, but
he always comes back
to paint in new and
more daring locations.

alley from the video
for “Up the Bracket”.

Continue to walk down Hackney Road until
you see Hassard Street on your right.

15. alo

13. The Rolling People
Here you can see a
magnificent mural
painted by The Rolling
People (TRP) – it is
a great example of
their Marvel Comicsinspired works.
Continue walking
down Hackney Road: on the left you can see
a large Mecca bingo hall.
14. Roa
Before you reach the bingo hall there is a
faded Roa painting of a rabbit.
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Now head for the end of Hackney Road.
Just before you get to its end, on the left
is The Oval and on the right is Minerva
Street. Libertines fans will want to turn
right down The Oval and take a look at the

The rest of us will
cross the road and
look at the piece of
art at the entrance of
Minerva Street.

Here you can see a
great example of Alo’s
work.
At the end of Hackney
Road you join
Cambridge Heath
Road. Turn right and it
takes you to Bethnal
Green tube or if you have the energy turn
left and walk to the canal. There you will see
a selection of classic Sweet Toof murals and
beyond them is another world of street art
in Hackney.

Thierry noir: When walls
come tumbling down
The street artist Thierry Noir is regarded by
many as one of the scene’s originators.
He was born in Lyon, France, in 1958. He
moved to Berlin in April 1982 and set up his
studio just meters from the Berlin Wall.
The Berlin Wall was built in 1961, at the
height of the Cold War, and symbolised in
physical form the ideological and political
divide between East and West. Berlin
found itself at the fulcrum of Cold War
antagonisms.
The physical separation of the city repulsed
Noir. As an act of protest and defiance Noir
began to paint sections of the Wall. He was
the first artist to do this.
He painted stunning, beautiful and stylised
works. Not only was it illegal to paint the
Wall, it was dangerous: armed guards
patrolled it. An individual act of defiance, it
was a lone voice calling out for freedom.
Thierry Noir famously painted five miles
of the Berlin Wall between 1984 and 1989.
Some of his works can still be seen today on
the fragments of the Wall that still survive.
In 2009, he was invited by the Berlin city
council to re-paint a 1.3 kilometre remnant
of the Wall.
By painting his massive, brightly painted
faces on the Berlin Wall, Noir hoped to make

it look ridiculous, transform it – and help
destroy it.

is not given to you a freedom that you have to
fight for.”

Thierry Noir’s murals were both a personal
response and a poignant political statement.

Each one of Noir’s paintings tells a story.
With highly stylised faces, he has created
a cast of characters that undermine the
inhuman nature of the Wall.

Noir’s graphic style and use of vivid colour
evoked a youthful naivete and innocence
that responded to the bleakness of the Wall
and subverted a monumental symbol of war
into a symbol of hope. As Noir says:
“My paintings are a symbol of a freedom that
does not come from the sky, a freedom that

Alongside the more human figures are
elephants, crocodiles and monsters.
His artistic style is influenced by Picasso,
Miro, Monet, Basquiat and Haring. Thierry
Noir says he saw the Wall as a mutation of
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culture such as in Wim Wenders’ 1987
film Wings of Desire and the covers of U2’s
singles from the album Achtung Baby.
In early 2013 Thierry Noir visited London and
painted a large mural with Stik on the side
of Village Underground, a club in Shoreditch.
He also painted a number of murals around
east London.
Later in 2013 Noir participated in the
Dulwich Street Arts Festival, a collaborative
exhibition organised by the Dulwich Picture
Gallery. Noir painted a street art mural
of Giovanni Battista Tiepolo’s baroque
masterpiece, Joseph Receiving Pharaoh’s
Ring (1755), in Dulwich Park.

nature, a dangerous monster swallowing up
Berlin in concrete.
“I wanted to make my own monsters that
could mock the Wall and undermine the fear
the Wall instilled in the people of Berlin.”
In 1989, a “people revolution” brought
the Wall down leading to the unification
of Germany.
Since this time, Noir’s exploits and highly
distinctive visual language have become
world famous and immortalised in popular

The following year Noir’s first ever solo
exhibition in Britain. It took place at the
Howard Griffin Gallery in Shoreditch. Two
doors down from the gallery, Noir has
painted a beautiful mural on a shop.
His characters are sometimes criticised for
their simplicity. In one TV interview, the artist
said he was often confronted by people who
say that their children paint like him.
His reply was sublime, “Make sure you let
them carry on painting.”

’ello, ’ello alo
Alo’s jaw-dropping figures can be seen all
over east London.
Before moving to London, Alo learnt his craft
painting on the streets of Perugia, Milan
and Rome. He has been painting in London
since 2011.
Alo’s style is unique and immediately
identifiable. His abstract characters explore
emotions and the human condition. He
replaces organs with labels. His characters
mirror the people living in the area. He told
one journalist:
“I always identify more to borderline people;
people on the outside of society, not only poor
people but also ‘everyday’ people who suffer.”
There are three important influences
on his work. The most important is the
expressionist movement in general and
the German expressionist movement in
particular.
The second is African wooden sculptures
and figurative paintings. Alo says, “I’ve
always been fascinated by their way of
portraying the human figure, those statues
have fascinated me since I was a child.”
The final influence is street art. As Alo says,
“I like the idea of taking back our walls and
doing art not just for sale but for free and
everyone…something not sellable.”

His views on street art are forthright. “I
think anyone has the right to paint walls.
This overcomes the so-called ‘experts’ who
are supposed to decide who’s an artist and
who’s not.”
In 2014 the Saatchi Gallery held an
exhibition of Alo’s work. Alo has broken
into the mainstream of the art world. Will
he retreat into the world of “high art”, the
preserve of the wealthy, or will he continue
to paint his portraits on our streets? That is
the big question.

Whatever the answer, it is possible to
see the works of art of one of the most
original painters in London dotted around
our streets.
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stick to my route: there are plenty of other
interesting places to see – the Olympic Park
and Fish Island for example. And you are
never far from a nice coffee house or bar.

Walk out of the station and turn left onto
Hepscott Road. On the corner you will see an
old deserted pub, the Lord Napier.

THe WaLk

Currently the whole
of the pub is a canvas
for the work of Bam.
Keep an eye out on
the bollards and posts
for smaller examples
of his work. The artist
Himbad has also
snuck a few of his nightmarish and cheeky
animals and creatures on the pub wall.

Take the North London Overground to
Hackney Wick. When you get off the train,
wait for it to leave and for the passengers
to depart.
1. TRP, Gold Peg and Monkey Mu
The eastbound
platform: Look over
the platform fence.
There you will see a
car park and on its
walls there is a largescale mural by The
Rolling People.
The westbound platform: Look over the
platform fence. In front of you lies Hackney
Wick. You can see the huge HW and Coke
bottle painted on the side of a building.
Ignore this street art cleansing project and
instead look at all the factories covered in
Sweet Toof and Burning Candy murals.
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Also, look down below, you can see a faded
mural partially covered by foliage by Monkey
Mu and Gold Peg. It says, “Welcome to
Hackney Wick”.

2. Bam

Please note this is a popular spot for street
artists – the paintings may have changed by
the time you take this walk.
At the corner of the pub turn left onto White
Post Lane. Walk along it past the skate park
on your right (another good site for street
art). The road snakes, first to the right and
then to the left – you should still be on White
Post Lane. As you look up White Post Lane,
immediately on your left is a tiny alleyway.
3. Sweet Toof, Dscreet and SixOneSix
Up above and running along the roof edges
of factories and warehouses are some great
examples of Sweet Toof’s signature work –
huge gums and big white teeth. At ground

level you can see a
beautiful owl painted
by Dscreet and works
by SixOneSix.
Continue up White
Post Lane. Before you
reach the canal bridge
and on your right you
should see a side turning that takes you
into a small industrial estate. In front of you
should be a German deli – turn and look
behind you.
4. The Broken Fingaz Crew
High up – occupying
an old billboard space
– is a faded work
by the Israel-based
artists, Broken Fingaz
Crew. Another more
controversial work by
the crew can be seen
under the canal bridge a little further up the
road – it depicts a skeleton having sex with
a woman.
Return to White Post Lane and walk a short
way up the road until you reach the canal
bridge. In my opinion this is one of the best
places to look at London’s street art. On the
near side of the canal bridge, take the steps
down onto the Crate Brewery terrace.

5. ekta
Before you look at the
works all around you,
take time to look at
the mural by Swedish
artist Ekta. Either
grab a drink or sit on
the canal wall. On
this side you will see
a picture of a dog wearing a snorkel – Teddy
Baden painted this. Here you can also see
one of Nemo’s famous carrot characters –
it’s very faded now but this artist’s work is
the stuff of legend. You can also see works
by Himbad and of course Sweet Toof. Take a
look at the glorious paintings on the other
side of the canal – that’s where you will be
going next.
On the far right hand side of the bridge you
will see a path that leads you down to the
canal. At the bottom of the path turn right
and walk back under the canal bridge.
6. These are a few of my favourite things
As you come out from under the bridge,
you will be greeted by another painting
by Dscreet of his trademark owl. Further
on you will see a huge painted face: it is a
piece by the Burning Candy Crew – Sweet
Toof, Golden Peg, Monkey Mu and Cyclops.
At one time there were several murals

painted by this crew
around here. Sadly the
Olympic Development
Corporation has
covered most of
them over. (There is
a beautiful Burning
Candy Crew mural
on Fish Island if you have time to spare).
Further along there is a stunning painting of
a series of faces by the artist Run.
Now return and make your way back to the
bridge and White Post Lane. Rejoin the road
and walk across the bridge and down the
canal path on your left. You can now take a
leisurely walk along the pathway (mind the
bike riders – they are lethal).
This is a chance to look at the industrial
waterway, building projects and street art
painted on the walls and boats. Walk along
the footpath until you reach a canal lock.
7. The lock
The brick walls that
surround the lock are
a great place to see
some excellent art.
They are always being
repainted so it’s a
case of rocking up and
admiring the work.

Continue to walk along the path until you
reach another lock – along the way you will
see lots of interesting paintings. I have often
seen a canal boats painted by Sweet Toof
and Stik. Stop when you reach the next lock.
8. Lock 2
Another fine spot
for street art – here
you will see the
ubiquitous Sweet
Toof and Himbad.
This is the end of the
walk. You can either
walk back the way
you came and return to Hackney Wick or
alternatively take a look around the Olympic
Park or Fish Island.
Further afield
If you have a bit more
time, walk over the
canal lock to Fish
Island where you can
see some wonderful
paintings on the walls
of the old buildings
and industrial units.
Also, to the north of Hackney Wick station,
on Wallis Road, there is a magnificent
Thierry Noir mural.
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Off the beaten track
These are short sketches of a few of the
artists whose work pops up all over east
London, and a mural that is slightly off the
map for Walk 2 but well worth going to see.
1. John the Painter and George the Dog
If you hang around
Shoreditch High Street
long enough you will
spot a man sitting on
the floor, sketchpad in
hand, and by his side
a beautiful dog. The
artist is John Dolan
and his trusted dog is named George.
John has had a hard life. He has lived on the
streets. Two things turned his life around:
his art and his dog. John’s drawings and
paintings capture the opulence of the city
juxtaposed with the grime, hardship and
dark corners of east London. He also draws
loving portraits of George.
John has collaborated with Roa, Stik, Thierry
Noir, Cept, C215, BRK and many others. He
now has his work exhibited internationally
and has written a moving memoir. If you see
him on your walk give George a pat.
2. David de Brito
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I love this Brazilian street artist. Everywhere
you look, you see his Mr Nap character

painted on walls,
hoardings and
shutters. David also
paints much more
complex characters.
They are often based
on the people he
sees. He also paints
his characters on paper coffee cups. David
brings his own unique take on the amazing
street art and graffiti scene in Brazil

There are seven basic
portrait castings of
Gregos’s own face in
a variety of poses.
Each installation is
decorated according
to mood, location and
whim. The one with
his tongue sticking out is aimed at Nicolas
Sarkozy, the former president of France.

3. anna Laurini

Tyger! Tyger! burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?
– William Blake

Anna, a brilliant
artist originally from
Italy who has lived in
London and New York,
is more famous for her
paintings, sculptures
and collages. However
she has painted a
couple of beautiful and vibrant expressioniststyle portraits on Brick Lane. She has also put
up hundreds of small pictures often painted
on pages from books. Each has one of her
stylised portraits with a slogan painted on
them, often in support of Palestine.
4. Gregos
Gregos is based in Paris. Now and again he
pops on the Eurostar and puts up a number
of brightly painted masks all over London.

5. Tim Sanders and Paul Skelding

The poem inspired
Tim and Paul and this
mural is the result.
Local children also
contributed to the
mural’s design in a
series of workshops.
“We wanted to take Blake’s commentary
on early capitalism – the furnaces and the
satanic mills – and link it to the office blocks
of today’s capitalism,” says Tim who is a
cartoonist for the Independent and Socialist
Worker. Tyger mural can be found in Quaker
Court, Banner Street, EC1Y 8QA.

amara and Zabou:
Painting our streets
The street art movement is a maledominated world, but a number of women
are beginning to break into the scene.
Two of the best and most prolific women
artists working in east London right now are
the Swedish artist and designer Amara Por
Dios and the French artist Zabou.
Amara Por Dios learned her craft painting
as a child in her grandmother’s studio,
discovering graffiti at the age of 12.
Amara’s style is reminiscent of a more
animated, vibrant version of the art
produced by the Aztec and Inca peoples. It
is also influenced by the work of Mexican
artist Frida Kahlo.
At the same time Amara has created a
totally unique style. She has developed
various characters and patterns in bright
colours which have become recognised as
her signature.
As well as producing street art and studio
work Amara has transferred her work onto
trainers and household goods. It can also be
found on an album cover of the legendary LA
producer/DJ Flying Lotus and the Canadian
underground hip-hop artist Moka Only.
The street artist Zabou now lives and works
in London. Her work is striking, a mixture
of stencil and freehand art. Her images are
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Zabou has also painted a mural on South
Acton estate in west London depicting
Nelson Mandela with the slogan “Dream.
Fight.” This is not lost on the local residents
who are involved in a campaign to stop their
estate being redeveloped.
Stylistically and visually the street art of
these two women is miles apart, but they
are both encouraging and creating space for
other women street artists to come forward.

• Other women whose work has popped

up in the capital include: Kashink (Paris),
Clare Rojas (San Francisco), Faith47 (South
Africa) Caramac (London) and Alice Mizrahi
(New York).

bold and powerful. They often adorn
shop fronts.
There are often strong social and political
themes to her work.
A recent piece depicts a woman from a
1950s poster holding a spray can and saying
“F**k the system”.
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She liked the idea of turning a stereotypical
image of women from that time on its head
by placing a spray can in the woman’s hand.
“It becomes a symbol of empowerment.”

smile: It’s sweet Toof
“I like the glitter and colour that comes from
the mouth, and I’ve always hoped in a sense
to be able to paint the mouth like Monet
painted a sunset.”
– Francis Bacon
The artist Francis Bacon’s fascination with
the mouth and decay is well known. His
work has influenced street artist Sweet Toof,
whose pink gums and gleaming white teeth
adorn walls from Hackney Wick to Hoxton.
Sweet Toof is one of east London’s most
prolific street artists. His Day of the Dead,
cartoon style street art is everywhere. Like
Bacon he is fascinated by death and decay
and by the mouth in particular.
He says, “Teeth can be really sexy, or
aggressive, but they’re also constant
reminders of death. They’re how we get
recognised by police when there’s nothing
else left.” Much of his work is playful and
in the spirit of early street art, but he also
produces work that mocks those in authority
(see his Boris Johnson montage, opposite).
Like so many street artists he refuses to
reveal his identity and little is known about
him. He told the London Paper he began
tagging at age 13, saving up his 50p lunch
money and buying cheap spray cans to go
out at night, before evolving to his more
distinctive work.

He gained an MA at the Royal Academy of
Arts. Some believe Sweet Toof and the artist
Martin Lea Brown are one and the same.
Sweet Toof paints both solo and as part of
the Burning Candy Crew, whose huge murals
can be found in Hackney. Sadly many have
been removed by the authorities.

and handmade prints. In these works he
masterfully blends images of the decadence
of the rich and powerful of the 17th and 18th
centuries with urban junk and his everpresent teeth and gums.
Sweet Toof makes you smile even when all
that surrounds you makes you want to cry.

The collective includes Cyclops, Gold Peg
and Mighty Mo as well as Sweet Toof.
Sweet Toof is not only a street artist – he
has also produced traditional oil paintings
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Shoreditch. In some cases the art that you
could see for free is now being repackaged
by the numerous galleries that have sprung
up, and sold back to people for large
amounts of money.
That said, there are a few key spots where
street artists still work and some clubs, bars
and shops have preserved the most popular
works of art.
THe WaLk
This walk starts at Old Street tube station.
When you arrive you will find myriad exits
and entrances. Head for Exit 2 – Old Street
east (north side). Keep on the left and walk
along Old Street. You know you are going
the right way if you walk past a fire station
(assuming the Tories haven’t closed it). Keep
walking until you reach Pitfield Street.
1 and 1a Stik
A short walk up
Pitfield Street you
will see one of Stik’s
greatest pieces
of street art – the
humorous “art thief”.
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Walk back to Old
Street and continue to
walk along it until you reach Hoxton Street –
a little way up is another piece by Stik.

Return to Old Street and continue walking
along it. Stop just before you reach the
railway bridge.

its yard there is a bar and street food stalls.
Walk around the entire building and if the
bar is open, walk into the yard.

2. Otto Shade

Now for the art: there are some amazing
pieces to see. I think the best way to view it
is to walk around the building twice, once
looking at the stuff high up and the second
time the art works that can be seen on the
hoardings that surround the building.

On your left you
will see an orange
painting by Otto
Shade – it depicts
two young children
looking at an apple
while planes above
drop bombs.
Cross the road and you will see another
picture by the same artist, a black and white
portrait painted on a door.
Now staying on the right-hand side of the
road walk back towards Old Street tube
station. When you reach Great Eastern
Street on your left, you will see a large
building, The Foundry. You can’t miss it – it is
covered in street art.
3. The Foundry
The Foundry was a
bar and venue that
hosted art, music and
poetry events. It was
also the home of a
radio station. It closed
some time in 2010. In

High up and on the front of the building
facing Old Street you can see works by Stik,
Run, Hunto, Cranio and Roa. There is now an
amazing mural by Phlegm, which covers the
gable end of a building.
On the hoardings you can see a lovely black
and white painting by Phlegm, a squirrel
by Roa and quality works by Roes and Pez.
To cap it all off there is a nice mosaic by
Space Invader.
Once you have taken in all that, walk down
Great Eastern Street: a short way down you
will see Rivington Street on your left. Turn
left down this street and a short way along it
you will see the Tramshed chicken and steak
restaurant on your right.
4. The Tramshed
This is not a spot to see street art but the
restaurant does contain some great art
by both established and up and coming

artists. Look inside
and hanging from
the ceiling is a bull
and cockerel in
formaldehyde: it is the
work of Damien Hirst.
Downstairs is the
Cock ‘n’ Bull art gallery
where you can see some great modern art –
the exhibits change every month. Even the
toilets are worth checking out for the art.

Bar – Sweet Toof and Cranio have painted
a number of pieces in the bar and on the
doors. Personally I’m not keen on this type of
official work, but they are both great street
artists and it is well worth sticking your head
in to have a look.

On the other side of the road from the
Tramshed is a loveable little picture of an
owl by Dscreet.

On your left hand side
you will see a 1950s
Italian cafe Franco’s
Bakery. Underneath
the shop window is a
colourful painting by
Thierry Noir. Whenever
I try to photograph it
the owner tries to get me to photograph him!

Now continue walking down Rivington Street
until you reach the junction with Curtain
Road, then cross the road and turn left. Walk
a few meters down Curtain Road and you
have reached our next site of interest.
5. Thierry Noir
On a building on
your left you can
see a wonderful
piece of art by the
Berlin-based artist
Thierry Noir. Across
the road is a small
section of hoardings:
this is a good site to see new works. Next
door to these hoardings is the Rockway

Walk back up Curtain Road to the junction
with Rivington Street, turn right into it and
walk a short way down the road.
6. Some call it street art heaven

On the other side of the street is a bright
purple building, the Comedy Theatre. Cranio
has painted one of his indigenous Brazilian
figures and a couple of pigs.
Alongside them Mau Mau has painted
a cheeky little fox and on the side of the
building is a superb painting by Stik.
Walk a few meters down the street and
before you come to the bridge, you can see
the nightclub Cargo on your left. It has an

outdoor bar – by the entrance is another
piece by Noir and along the walls of the bar
are two murals (under Perspex) by Banksy
and a couple of other important works.
On the right-hand side of the road, opposite
Cargo, you can see a powerful painting by
Bambi. It was painted in the aftermath of
the Ferguson protests and condemns
police violence.
Underneath the bridge is a huge mural titled
“Scary” by Eine, and on the other side of the
bridge more murals by Noir.
On this 50m stretch of road you have just
seen some key works by famous street
artists. Me, I prefer my street art more rough
and ready and less sanitised.
Walk to the end of Rivington Street and turn
right into Shoreditch High Street. As you
walk down the road you will see Bateman
Row, a small road on your right.
7. eine and Shepard Fairey
Just a few metres
down this road
you can see two
huge murals one
by Shepard Fairey
and the other by
Eine. Walk back onto
Shoreditch High
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Street and continue to walk south along
it. You will pass the Howard Griffin Gallery.
Pop in – it always has great works of art on
display and it’s free to look around. If you are
so inclined and have the money you can buy
your own piece of street art.
Keep walking down Shoreditch High Street
until you reach a big junction. Liverpool
Street Station is straight ahead, Spitalfields
is to your left. You need to take the sharp
turn on the left onto Great Eastern Street.
Just a few metres up the road and on your
left you will see a huge wall. Painted on it are
the words, “Adore and Endure each other.”
8. Great Eastern Street graffiti wall
On both sides of the
road there are loads
of great murals and
paintings to see.
Walk a short way up
the road and turn left
into Holywell Lane.
9. Village Underground
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As soon as you turn the corner a huge wall
greets you. At the moment it has a beautiful
black and white mural by En Mass. The
owners of Village Underground nightclub
have given permission for young up and
coming artists to paint a large-scale work on

it. The work changes
every three months.
They have in fact
created an outdoor
gallery, turning the
gallery concept on
its head.
All around this area
there a numerous street paintings and
stencils – just walk around and discover
new artists and their imaginative street art.
Continue walking up Great Eastern Street
until on your left you see Leonard Street and
a large building site. This is the last stop of
the walk.
10. Leonard Street and the real vandals
On the buildings
surrounding what
used to be a car park
are several huge
murals by Stik, Faith
47, Pow Wow, Cept and
many more. Now, as I
write this little book,
the demolition crews have moved in and
they are knocking many of these wonderful
works down. Why? They need to build more
luxury flats and office blocks.
Hopefully some will still be in place: one
builder told me that they were going to keep

Stik and one more piece. It is also worth
walking around the site, which is surrounded
by hoardings.
The builders have allowed artists to paint
them – here one can find some great works
by Amara Por Dios, Lost Souls, SixOneSix,
Zabou and many more.
It is the perfect way to end the walk.

roa: Urban wildlife
If you walk around Brick Lane or along
Hackney Road you will stumble across
large-scale murals of rats, pigs, birds
and squirrels. They are the work of street
artist Roa.
I know very little about the artist apart
from the fact that he comes from Ghent, in
Belgium. Roa was a child of the 1980s: he
was inspired by hip-hop, skateboarding and
graffiti culture.
Like most muralists he began his artistic
life spraying tags under bridges and on
walls. But over the years he has developed a
unique style. He uses an urban environment
to paint detailed and exquisite animals
and birds.
Roa’s work can also be seen in Berlin, New
York, Chicago and Peckham. His studies
often comment on life, death and life
after death.
His animals are sometimes painted to
include their skeletons and internal organs.
The level of detail is phenomenal and unlike
any other street art you will see.
Roa says, “Organs are the vital substances
of our body and they represent a lot of the
symbolism, which I like.”
Roa’s preferred artistic method is to use
spray paint or acrylic paint. Most of his
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work is created through a mixture of black,
white and grey. Each hair on the animal is
individually painted. And, like Sweet Toof,
Roa finds beauty in death and decay.
Roa often uses native animals based on
the location he is painting in. For example,
when he went to Mexico he painted roosters
and while in South Africa he painted rhinos,
elephants and giraffes.
He also has a sense of humour: when he
painted a piece in Bacon Street, east London
up went a pig.
The images Roa paints live long in the
memory and once you have discovered one
of his works, you will want to see more.
Even when painting death Roa gives you life.
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you can always
bank on banksy
If the graffiti artists of the Bronx were the
originators and Jean-Michel Basquiat,
Blek Le Rat, Keith Haring and Cornbread
were the innovators then Banksy is without
doubt the populariser.
Banksy is arguably the most influential and
inspiring street artist to emerge from the
scene. As Eleanor Mathieson and Xavier
Tapies noted:
“His ability to treat the street as a canvas
to project his anti-war, anti-capitalist and
generally anti-establishment views is
unsurpassed and the sheer technical skill
and visual wit of his satirical pieces, or his
moving highlighting of the plight of oppressed
peoples, forced street art to be recognised,
even by those who wished to wipe it from the
face of the earth, as the meaningful art form
of our times.”
Like most street artists, little is known
about Banksy, but this much we do know:
he was born in Bristol in the mid 1970s and
was part of the Bristol graffiti scene and a
member of DryBreadZ Crew (DBZ), with Kato
and Tes.
Banksy stated that his street art was
inspired by the work of 3D (a member of
the band Massive Attack) and Blek Le Rat
(Xavier Prou). In 2000 Banksy began
using stencils.

In a few hundred words it’s impossible
to do justice to Banksy’s path-breaking
and prolific output. But here are some
highpoints.
Banging your Head against the Wall (2001)
and Wall and Piece (2005) are two books
by Banksy which give an overview of his
artistic genius.
Among the hundreds of stencils and art
installations he has put up on the streets
and walls of numerous cities are works
that ridicule those in authority, corporate
companies and the state – riot police
adorned with smiley faces, Mona Lisa
holding an rocket propelled grenade (RPG)
and a soldier pissing up a wall all created a
storm in the media.
His stencil of two male police officers
kissing and another of a woman performing
oral sex on Queen Victoria mocked
homophobia. While his adaptations of
classic paintings and his “gallery bombs”
(the placing of his own works in galleries)
pour derision on the art establishment.
In 2003 Banksy painted his amazing
pictures on the Israel’s apartheid wall in
the occupied West Bank, highlighting the
plight of the Palestinians. The 700km long
wall is used by the Israeli state to annex
Palestinian land and create prison-like

conditions for all the inhabitants of the
West Bank.
Banksy also hired a disused street tunnel
under London’s Waterloo station in 2008.
There he launched the Cans Street Art
Festival. Acting as artist and curator, he
invited a host of international street artists
to paint their murals and a large area was
reserved for new artists.
In 2009 Banksy launched a show at the
Bristol City Art Museum. The exhibition was
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Images by Banksy

a continuation of his social commentary
and satirical images but it also showed a
different, more playful side of the artist’s
work.
The release of the film Exit Through the Gift
Shop in 2010 not only turned Banksy into
an international household name but also
highlighted the work of other street artists
like Shepard Fairey, Invader, Sweet Toof and
the infamous Mr Brainwash.
Banksy’s stencils can be found all over the
world, including east London. Most have
either faded into oblivion, been removed by
the council or been taken down and sold
for astronomical sums of money. But a
couple are preserved for prosperity behind
Perspex. You are more likely to see a Banksy
in one of the many trendy art galleries that
can be found in east London than you are
on the street.
London was also the scene of the conflict
between Banksy and one of the founding
fathers of the British graffiti scene,
King Robbo.
Legend has it that Banksy painted over one
of Robbo’s oldest and most famous works.
What followed was an escalating street
art war: both artists went to extraordinary
efforts to alter and mock each other’s works.
Beneath the surface this artistic battle

represented an ideological conflict about
the ideals of street art.

as vandalism now protect them with clear
Perspex sheeting.

Sadly Robbo died in 2014. As you walk
around the streets you will see tributes to
him painted on many walls and a number of
works are dedicated to him.

In my opinion a Banksy (or work by any
other street artist for that matter) hung
up in an art gallery or, worse, in a private
collection diminishes the power of the
art. It neuters it and removes it from its
social context. What was once a powerful
comment on the human condition has
become another commodity.

For the last ten years or more Banky
has found himself at the centre of a
contradiction.
On the one hand he is a street artist,
illegally putting up his works for all to
see and on the other he has become a
celebrity artist whose works now sell for
astronomical amounts.
For example Keep it Spotless was
auctioned for $1.7m in 2008 making it the
most expensive Banksy. Spray-painted on
canvas, Keep it Spotless was originally a
Damien Hirst painting which was defaced
by Banksy. It depicts a Los Angeles hotel
maid who is pulling up Hirst’s piece to
sweep under the painting.
Some argue that this commercial success is
blunting Banksy’s creativity.
The same commercial success has led to
his works being hacked out of walls in order
to be sold in art galleries for huge amounts
of money, or the same authorities that
used to remove his works describing them

I believe street art is and should be a
living art form as free as possible from
commercial pressures and in part a
commentary on the urban landscape.
But don’t write off Banksy. One of his recent
works painted in Clacton, Essex, showed
five grey pigeons holding up signs staying,
“Go back to Africa,” “Migrants not welcome”
and “Keep off our worms” aimed towards a
colourful migratory swallow. This artwork
was a powerful condemnation of the racist
party Ukip. It won its first parliamentary seat
in Clacton just a few days later. Tendring
Council painted over the mural almost as
soon as it was put up.
Banksy still produces work with powerful
messages and art that challenges bigotry
and oppression.
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shepard Fairey: He’s
bigger than banksy
Walking across the square that takes you to
Rough Trade East record shop, I overheard
a conversation between two young men.
One turned to the other and, pointing at the
massive Shepard Fairey mural high up on a
wall said, “That artist is bigger than Banksy.”
Shepard Fairey is indeed one of the world’s
most famous street artists and some of his
biggest works can be seen on the streets of
east London.
He comes from Charleston, in the US, and he
is an artist, designer and political activist.
He is also an astute businessman and is
about as controversial as it gets in the street
art world.
Fairey’s work is a mass of contradictions,
but his supporters point to the power of his
images and their huge cultural impact.
His critics accuse him of being a sell-out, a
plagiarist of political imagery and an artist
who is responsible for commercialising
street art.
Shepard Fairey runs the fashion label Obey
and he has produced work for Pepsi and
multinational toy company Hasbro.
He has also produced a number of album
covers for Led Zeppelin, the Black Eyed
Peas, the Smashing Pumpkins and
many others.

In 2011 Time magazine commissioned
Fairey to design its cover to honour “The
Protester” as Person of the Year in the
wake of the Arab Spring, Occupy Wall
Street and other social movements around
the world.

Despite all his commercial success and
his business projects, Shepard Fairey
continues to paint on the streets. The
artists of the 1910 Mexican Revolution and
the Black Power movement have inspired
some of his murals. The Black Panther
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“I don’t think the artist has a job to
comment on politics but my favourite art
has something provocative about it and
communication that has a point of view. I
think it’s important for art to have a point of
view. Every artist has a different agenda…
I don’t believe in the political content of the
posters done under Mao or the early Soviet
constructivists’ stuff but it’s still really great
to look at… Some in the art world have said
that artists should be first-rate artists not
second-rate social commentators. And I don’t
think the two should be mutually exclusive.”
Love him or hate him, Shepard Fairey’s work
can’t be ignored.
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Party artist Emory Douglas is clearly
a major influence on his work. Fairey’s
major street works in east London are
a combination of angular lines, striking
red, black and gold imagery and Soviet
Russian symbolism. To some it’s a homage

to the constructivist artists of the Russian
Revolution – Vladimir Mayakovsky and
Vladimir Lebedev – while to others it is
just a crude imitation. He revealed his own
thoughts on the subject in an interview for
Creativity Online saying:

When art and protest
collide: east London’s
political street paintings
“I’m not going to sit at your table and watch
you eat, with nothing on my plate, and call
myself a diner. Sitting at the table doesn’t
make you a diner.”
– Malcolm X

Poverty. The research also found that
children growing up in Tower Hamlets
were more than three times as likely to
be raised in poverty as those in leafy
Richmond-upon-Thames.

The rich have moved into east London.
They’ve brought with them their gated
communities, their expensive shops and
bars. Yet Hackney and Tower Hamlets
remain two of the poorest boroughs in
Britain. Rich and poor may live cheek by jowl,
but the poverty is deep and the levels of
inequality are growing.

Poverty is rampant but east London is and
has been a thriving cultural hub, one that
has been enriched by migration. There were
the protestant Huguenots fleeing France
in the late 17th century. Then came the
Irish, starved from their native land, and
the Jewish refugees fleeing the horrific
anti-Semitic pogroms in Tsarist Russia in
the 1880s.

A man living in Tower Hamlets has the
lowest life expectancy in London at 76.7
years, while a man living in Westminster
can expect to live five years longer at 81.7
years. A woman in Tower Hamlets has
a life expectancy of 81.9 years, while in
Kensington & Chelsea it is 86.1 years.
It’s not just a question of lower life
expectancy between rich boroughs and poor
boroughs. In Hackney the life expectancy is
3.1 years lower for men and 4.5 years lower
for women in the most deprived areas.
One in two children growing up in Tower
Hamlets and two in every five children
growing up in Hackney were found to be
living below the poverty line, in research
carried out by the Campaign to End Child

After the Second World War many AfricanCaribbean families came over to work
in the public sector and more recently
Bangladeshi, Turkish, Vietnamese, Eastern
Europeans and countless others have come
to east London to make it their home.
East London has also witnessed the rise of
a number of racist and fascist groups that
have attacked the migrants who came to
make new lives here.
The British Brothers’ League, an
anti-immigration and proto-fascist
movement, began organising in east London
in the first decade of the 20th century. Large
mobs of BBL supporters attacked Jewish
shops and homes. In the 1930s Oswald

Mosley attempted to build his British Union
of Fascists in the East End. His supporters
carried out violent attacks on the Jewish
community and organised large-scale rallies
and marches in the area. The BUF suffered
a huge setback when the Communist Party
organised a massive counter demonstration
blocking the fascists at Cable Street in 1936.
Over the last 40 years the fascists have
attempted to rebuild their organisations
in east London. First came the National
Front in the 1970s, then the British
National Party in the 1990s and the English
Defence League from 2009. Many fascist
organisations have tried to take root, but the
area has always ended up as their graveyard.
East London has a rich history of political
rebellion, anti-racist struggle and trade
union struggle. East London is one of the
cradles of Britain’s trade union movement,
famous as one of the centres of the
women’s suffrage movement and mass
tenant struggles.
Some of these movements are
commemorated in official sculptures and
murals. Here are two street murals that are
worth seeing.
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Binnington if he would like to undertake a
project at Cable Street.
An Arts Council grant allowed Dave to
commence work. The initial designs were
approved by local tenants and with further
funding from a number of organisations,
work finally began in 1979 on a wall of St
George’s Town Hall on Cable Street.
On 23 May 1982 fascists vandalised the
incomplete mural, daubing it with slogans.
Frustrated, Dave Binnington resigned from
the project, but he got in touch with artists
Ray Walker and Desmond Rochfort, and the
three of them agreed to complete the mural.
It was finally completed in March 1983.

Cable Street Mural, Cable Street, e1 0BL
(Shadwell London Overground and DLR)
Tens of thousands of Jews, Irish dockers,
trade unionists, Communists, Labour Party
members and residents of the East End
came together to oppose Mosley’s BUF.
This stunning mural depicts 4 October 1936
– what is today known as the Battle of Cable
Street. The London Mural Society notes:
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“The work is inspired by the social realism
of Diego Rivera. Using a fisheye perspective,

it shows the violent confrontation between
police and protesters, with protest banners,
punches being thrown, a barricade of
furniture and overturned vehicle, police
horse, and a police autogyro overhead. It
uses the same artistic devices as Goya’s The
Third of May 1808 to evince sympathy for the
protesters, showing them full face but a back
view of the police.”
Work on a commemorative mural began
back in 1976 when Dan Jones, secretary of
Hackney Trades Council, asked artist Dave

Fascists hate the mural and have attacked
it a number of times since its completion.
However supporters of the mural have
raised the funds to repair it.

Hackney Peace Carnival Mural, 13 Dalston
Lane, e8 3DF (Dalston Junction London
Overground station)
Ray Walker created this vibrant and
colourful mural. Sadly he died before it was
completed and his friends Mike Jones and
Ann Walker stepped in to complete the work.
Opened in October 1985, it depicts the 1983
Hackney Peace Carnival procession. The
theme of the march was “Peace through
nuclear disarmament”. At the front of the
protest a brass band represents the unity of
the people. Behind this come trade union and
political banners, followed by a giant puppet
figure representing nuclear Armageddon.
Over the last few years the mural had begun
to look faded and tatty. The great news is
that it was restored over the summer of
2014 and now looks resplendent.
There is another good reason to come to
Dalston and look at the Peace Carnival Mural.
To its left you will see the entrance to the
Dalston Eastern Curve Garden. This outdoor
cafe is a magical place to have a coffee or
lemonade – and for lovers of street art, there
are two paintings by Stik. One depicts a figure
painted on a green background that seems
to grow out of the ground. It is quite simply
stunning. Around the back of the garden are a
number of works by other artists.
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about
In 1984 I went to Berlin for the first time.
There, on sections of the Wall, I saw
wonderful paintings. I captured them in
black and white on my Canon camera. This is
how my love affair with street art began.
Street art is nearly always removed or
covered up. But the advent of social media
and the mobile phone camera has preserved
it forever.
Ever since I’ve had a mobile phone camera
I have taken thousands of photos. This
project is the result of my walks around east
London, meeting artists on the way.
The four loves of my life are politics,
music, street art and West Ham United.
I write for a blog, Dream Deferred at
dreamdeferred.org.uk
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